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Packing information

Ordering information 

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box(cm)

A60 0.0103 20 32 x 13.2 x 24.5

AL672400  9W 2700K-6500K  800lm 180° 60mm     108mmA60

• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 

Model Item Watt CCT   Lumens Beam Diameter        Length

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™

Notes 

A60

• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App.   
  When this function is turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then      
  when the power is restored, the bulbs will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color,  
  otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and  
  the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the    
  voice behind Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical  
  product. Alexa™ is Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes  
  simple virtual tasks.

Works
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Smart Life
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–
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

GU10 0.0199 100 27 x 26.5 x 27.9

AL672401  6W 2700K -6500K  480lm 120° 50mm     58mmGU10

Model Item Watt CCT   Lumens Beam Diameter        Length

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Sm
artlite

™

Notes 

Smartlite™
GU10

• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 
• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App.   
  When this function is turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then      
  when the power is restored, the bulbs will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color,  
  otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and  
  the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the    
  voice behind Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical  
  product. Alexa™ is Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes  
  simple virtual tasks.

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
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Smart Life
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

PAR 38 0.0490 20 64 x 26 x 29.5

AL672403 18W 2700K-6500K  1500lm 38° 120mm     132mmPAR 38

Model Item Watt CCT   Lumens Beam Diameter        Length

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™
PAR 38

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 
• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App.   
  When this function is turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then      
  when the power is restored, the bulbs will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color,  
  otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and  
  the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the    
  voice behind Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical  
  product. Alexa™ is Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes  
  simple virtual tasks.

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

Par 38 0.0176 100 20.5 x 20 x 43.1

C37

Model Item Watt CCT   Lumens Beam Diameter        Length

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™
Torpedo

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 
• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App.   
  When this function is turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then      
  when the power is restored, the bulbs will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color,  
  otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and  
  the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the    
  voice behind Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical  
  product. Alexa™ is Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes  
  simple virtual tasks.

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled
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–
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CRI*

AL672404  6W 2700K-6500K  470lm  38° 36mm     97mm
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

A60 0.0283 20 33 x 33 x 26

ST64 0.0342 20 36 x 28 x 34

G95 0.0288 20 50 x 21 x 27.5

G125 0.0720 20 65.5 x 27.5 x 40

 
A90 5W 2700K 300lm 325°   60mm     105mm
ST64 5W 2700K 300lm 325°   64mm     144mm
G95 5W 2700K 300lm 325°   95mm     135mm
G123 5W 2700K 300lm 325° 125mm     176mm

AL672405

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™
Spiral Filament

 AL672406

AL672408
AL672407

   Item Model Watt CCT   Lumens Beam   Diameter           Length

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is  
  Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% • Dimmable 5%-100%

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled
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Ordering information 

Packing information

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

AL672418 0.0440 20 36 x 34 x 36

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™
Striplite™  

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 
• 5m Reel / 12mm width
• RGB=30 pcs / 3K=30 pcs / 65K=30 pcs

• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App.   
  When this function is turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then      
  when the power is restored, the bulbs will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color,  
  otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and  
  the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the    
  voice behind Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical  
  product. Alexa™ is Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes  
  simple virtual tasks.

• Strip cuttable every 16.6cm
• Self-adhesive 3M tape
• Included: Remote control / Adaptor 24V 1A 24w

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 3000K - 6500K , RGB and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

3K-65K

DIM

RGB 100-240
VOLTS

0.50
PF

8,000
120°

Beam Angle

1 YE
AR

Warranty

–
+

-20°C~40°C

80
CRI*

5m
Kit

IP20

Item  Watts    CCT        Lumens
AL672418    16w   3K-65K       270 lm/m   
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

10w 0.556 50 61.5 x 35.5 x 25.5

15w 0.840 50 74.5 x 36.5 x 30.9

   Item Watt       CCT Lumens 
AL672402 10w 2700K-6500K   800lm
AL672409 15w 2700K-6500K   1200lm 

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™
SDL™ Series

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB

• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is  
  Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

27K-65K

DIM

RGBW 100-130
VOLTS

0.50
PF

20,000
120°

Beam Angle80
CRI*

5 YE
AR

Warranty

–
+

-20°C~40°C

YE
AR–

+
IP20 IK05

AØ

B
Model  A  B         C  (cut out)
10w 114  56  90
15w 140    65 115

• Recommended use: no more than 8hrs/day. 
  To avoid product damage or voided warranty. Indoor use only
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

7w 0.0304 50 56 x 26.5 x 20.5

12w 0.0512 50 60.5 x 33.5 x 25.3

   Item Watt       CCT Lumens 
AL672410   7w 2700K-6500K   560lm
AL672411 12w 2700K-6500K   900lm 

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

Model  A  B         C  (cut out)
  7w 89.5  42   75
12w 114    50 100Ø A

B

C

Smartlite™
Luce™ Series

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB

• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is  
  Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

27K-65K

DIM

RGBW 100-130
VOLTS

0.50
PF

20,000
38°

Beam Angle80
CRI*

5 YE
AR

Warranty

–
+

-20°C~40°C

YE
AR–

+
IP20 IK02

• Recommended use: no more than 8hrs/day. 
  To avoid product damage or voided warranty. Indoor use only
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

7w 0.0304 50 56 x 26.5 x 20.5

12w 0.0512 50 60.5 x 33.5 x 23.3

   Item Watt       CCT Lumens 
AL672412   7w 2700K-6500K   560lm
AL672413 12w 2700K-6500K   960lm 

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

Model  A       B              C  (cut out)
  7w 89.5x89.5  42   75
12w 114x114    50 100

Ø A

B

C

Smartlite™
Luce™ Series

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB

• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is  
  Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

27K-65K

DIM

RGBW 100-130
VOLTS

0.50
PF

20,000
38°

Beam Angle80
CRI*

5 YE
AR

Warranty

–
+

-20°C~40°C

YE
AR–

+
IP20 IK02

• Recommended use: no more than 8hrs/day. 
  To avoid product damage or voided warranty. Indoor use only
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

24w 0.0992 10 40 x 40 x 62

36w 0.1550 10 50 x 50 x 62

   Item Watt       CCT   Lumens 
AL672421 24w  27K-6K        1560
AL672422 36w  27K-6K 2340

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™
Cloud

  Ø H   
 24w  380   60 

Ø

H

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is  
  Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much 
more. With a temperature range from 2700K - 6000K, RGB and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

27K-6K

DIM

RGB 100-240
VOLTS

0.50
PF

20,000
120°

Beam Angle80
CRI*

5
Warranty

–
+

-20°C~35°C

YE
AR–

+
IP20
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

24w 0.0276 1 48 x 48 x 12

   Item Watt    CCT Lumens 
AL672417 24w  3K-6K     1560
   

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

 A B C  
 400  70  160 
 

Smartlite™
Sottile™

A

B

Notes 
• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10%
• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is Amazon's  
  answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• 3 Steel wires 1M cable each (adjustable)

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 3000K - 6000K and a dimmable option, 
you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the occasion. 
Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire room’s lights 
on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with the tap of a 
button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

3K-6K

DIM

100-240
VOLTS

0.50
PF

15,000
120°

Beam Angle

80
CRI

3
Warranty

–
+

-10°C~40°C

YE
AR–

+

IP20

IK04
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

24w 0.0456 4 45.5 x 29.5 x 34

   Item  Watt       CCT     Lumens 
AL672420  24w     RGBW            1200  

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™
Foldable Floor Lamp

• LED driver output: DC12V (ETL Listed)
• LED Chips: RGB-SMD 5050 / CCT= SMD 2835
• Aluminum body + PC lens
• Includes wall mount kit

Notes 

• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is  
  Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10%
• Lumens declared: 2700K-6500K
• CCT:  RGB / 2700K-6500K
• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Dimming: 1-100%

• Musical rhythm  mode  
  (The lights change color to match the rhythm of the music)
• The lamp consists of 4 rotatable light-emitting  
   modules, each module can swing up and down  
  180° and rotate 270°

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. You 
can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are.
You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your smart 
device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to communicate 
with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 
Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, your 
voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice by asking 
AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) to turn them 
on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a better and more 
complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart device.
Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing evening, 
Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. With a 
temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGB and a dimmable option, you can 
have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the occasion. Control lights 
individually or together as a group, turn an entire room’s lights on/off, adjust 
brightness and change color temperature with the tap of a button or a voice 
command.
With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it easy 
for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

27K-65K

DIM

100-240
VOLTS

0.50

PF

30,000

110°
Beam Angle>80

CRI*

–
+

-10°C~40°C

–
+

IP20

DC 12V

RGBW

3
Warranty

YE
AR

Music Sync

Floor Lamp  Wall Lamp  

 Finish
 Blank Black
  W White  
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

12w 0.0371 8 59 x 35 x 18

   Item  Watt       CCT          Lumens 
AL672419 12w 3K/4K/5K/65K    360/680/680/360
   

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

Smartlite™
Floor Lamp

• LED driver output: 12V 1A 12W (American standard driver)
• LED Chips: RGB-SMD 5050 / CCT= SMD 2835
• Remote control:Tuya Infrared 26 keys

1400 

400

Notes 

• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is Amazon's  
  answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10%
• Aluminum body + Silicone lens.

• Dimming: 5 modes: 100%/80%/60%/40%/20%
• Musical rhythm mode  
  (The lights change color to match the rhythm of the music)

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much 
more. With a temperature range from 3000K - 6500K, RGB and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

3K-6K

DIM

100-240
VOLTS

0.50

PF

15,000

120°
Beam Angle80

CRI*

–
+

-20°C~40°C

–
+

IP20

DC 12V

RGB

3
Warranty

YE
AR

Music Sync
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SMART 
Shatterproof LED String Lites™

Packing Information

Ordering Information

Notes

The Americanlite® Smart LED String Lites™ combine the beauty of vintage, 
Edison-Style Filament bulbs with the latest in Smart LED technology to bring 
you beautiful lighting where you want it. State-of-the-art LEDs save over 90% 
of energy over incandescent bulbs and last a longer lifespan.

Americanlite® Smart Shatterproof LED String Lites™ have been designed for 
outdoor use; guaranteed to last through any weather condition. Rain, wind, 
or snow, our string lights are built with durability in mind. Commercial grade 
heavy duty cord & easy-to-hang loops positioned over each bulb, can be easily 
installed, and arranged for mood-lighting. No need to worry about the hazard 
of broken lamps as they won’t break if dropped. 

Our Smart Led String Lites™ will transport you to a classic cafe ambience 
in seconds. Americanlite® led bulbs are bright and whitish enough without 
being blinding; the soft, warm light will add a welcoming glow to any location; 
our RGB system will allow you to set up to 50 different colors, creating any 
ambience you are up to. You can easily download Smart Life™ app from your  
device at the App Store & Google Play.

Americanlite® Smart Shatterproof Led String Lites™ are the perfect decoration 
for commercial and residential spaces, such as lighting on patios, balcony 
terrace, garden, bistro, pergola, gazebo, tent, barbecue, city roof, market, 
cafe, umbrella, dinner, wedding, birthday, party etc.

Dimensions (cm)

Lamp beads (Spare part replacement= 3 lamp beads) 
AL571887 
    

• Lumens: 25 lxw per bulb (2200K-6500K)
• Adapter: Input 100-240V / Output: DC12V,1.5A
• Bulb: 1w, Acrylic Cover
• Each set comes with 1 spare part (3 lamp beads)
• Cable: 20AWG x 2 

Smart Life

App controlled

• RGBW:
  RGB = up to 50 colors
  W = 2200-2700-3000-4000-5000-6500K
• You can link up to 4 strings using one electrical outlet
• Recommened hours of use per day:10 hours max

Item Individual color box Pieces per master Master carton CBM (master) Gross Weight (KG)

String 26 x 16.5 x 20 8 Sets 54.5 x 35 x 42.5 0.0810 18

Replacement lamp beads Bag 100 pcs 15 x 15 x 15 0.0011 0.1

Multible Strings
Connectable

IP65

–
+

-25°C-60°C

 

Shatterproof

Long
15  

 360°
Beam Angle

LAMP
BEAD

Wet 
Location

1w / bulb

Lumens/bulb

Bulbs

25

14.6m
48ft

RGBW

2 YE
AR

Warranty

Bulb
Diamond

VOLTS
100-240 25,000

F5

Total Total 
Model
AL672104

Power
  15w 
 

Lumens
    375

Total 
Bulbs
   15
 

   Length 
 14.6m / 48ft

 

+W
2200-6500K

Total 
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SMART 
Shatterproof LED String Lites™

Packing Information

Ordering Information

Notes

Dimensions (cm)

Bulb (spare part / replacement)  
AL571886 27 pcs per box 
    

• Lumens: 25 lxw per bulb (2200K-6500K)
• Adapter: Input 100-240V / Output: DC5V, 2A
• Bulb: 1w, PET Cover
• Each set comes with 2 extra bulbs
• Cable: SPT-2 20 AGW x 2 full copper

• RGBW:
  RGB = up to 50 colors
  W = 2200-2700-3000-4000-5000-6500K
• You can link up to 2 strings using one electrical outlet
• Recommened hours of use per day:10 hours max

Item Individual color box Pieces per master Master carton CBM (master) Gross Weight (KG)

String 17.5 x 14 x 19 24 Sets 58.5 x 36.5 x 59 0.1259 15

Replacement Bulbs 27 pcs 38 x 13 x 7.5 (plain box) 10 Boxes 38.5 x 27 x 40 0.0415 7.5

Total Total 
Model
AL672102

Power
   25w 
 

Lumens
  625m
  

Total 
Bulbs
   25
 

   Length 
 7.6m / 25ft

 

Smart Life

App controlled
Multible Strings

Connectable

IP45

–
+

-25°C-60°C

 

Shatterproof

Long
25  

 360°
Beam Angle

Base

Wet 
Location

1w / bulb

Lumens/bulb

Bulbs

25

7.6m
25ft

RGBW

2 YE
AR

Warranty

VOLTS
100-240 25,000

E12
Bulb
G40

+W
2200-6500K

Total 

The Americanlite® Smart LED String Lites™ combine the beauty of vintage, 
Edison-Style Filament bulbs with the latest in Smart LED technology to bring 
you beautiful lighting where you want it. State-of-the-art LEDs save over 90% 
of energy over incandescent bulbs and last a longer lifespan.

Americanlite® Smart Shatterproof LED String Lites™ have been designed for 
outdoor use; guaranteed to last through any weather condition. Rain, wind, 
or snow, our string lights are built with durability in mind. Commercial grade 
heavy duty cord & easy-to-hang loops positioned over each bulb, can be easily 
installed, and arranged for mood-lighting. No need to worry about the hazard 
of broken lamps as they won’t break if dropped. 

Our Smart Led String Lites™ will transport you to a classic cafe ambience 
in seconds. Americanlite® led bulbs are bright and whitish enough without 
being blinding; the soft, warm light will add a welcoming glow to any location; 
our RGB system will allow you to set up to 50 different colors, creating any 
ambience you are up to. You can easily download Smart Life™ app from your  
device at the App Store & Google Play. 

Americanlite® Smart Shatterproof Led String Lites™ are the perfect decoration 
for commercial and residential spaces, such as lighting on patios, balcony 
terrace, garden, bistro, pergola, gazebo, tent, barbecue, city roof, market, 
cafe, umbrella, dinner, wedding, birthday, party etc.
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

Oval 0.0781 80 51.5 x 36.2 x 41.9

Round 0.1520 60 61.5 x 48 x 51.5

   Item Watt Shape CCT Lumens 
AL672414 18W Oval  2700K-6500K 1600
AL672415 18W Round  2700K-6500K 1600  

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

Model Ø         C  
Round   194      41

A

B

C C

ØModel A B C  
Oval 193   94  40 
 

Smartlite™
Bulkhead

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB
• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is  
  Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

27K-65K

DIM

RGBW 100-130
VOLTS

0.50
PF

20,000
120°

Beam Angle80
CRI*

5 YE
AR

Warranty

–
+

-20°C~40°C

YE
AR–

+
IP65 IK08
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Packing information

Ordering information 

Model CBM (master) Pieces per master Master box (cm)

50w 0.05009 30 56.1 x 38 x 23.5

   Item Watt    CCT Lumens 
AL672416 50w 27K-65K     4000
   

TUYATM ,  BluetoothTM,  AlexaTM, Google AssistantTM Smart LifeTM are registered trademaks. All rights reserved.

Dimensions (mm)

Sm
artlite

™

 A B C  
 204  159  32 
 

Smartlite™
Flood

C

A

B

Notes 
• CRI not applicable for RGB

• Americanlite® Smart products have a function called power outage memory function, which can be turned on or off in the App. When this function is    
  turned on, taking RGB smart bulbs as an example, if the bulbs are green for 5s before the power outage, then when the power is restored, the bulbs  
  will still be green. This 5s refers to the memory time given to the product for remember color, otherwise, turning them on after the power outage will  
  still be the initial color; After the power-off memory function is turned off and the power is restored, it will light up to be the initial color, which can also  
  be user-defined.
• Google Home™ is the Google's line of smart home speakers and voice-based digital assistant, whereas Google Assistant™ is the voice behind  
  Google Home™ but is not limited to Google Home™.
• Alexa™ is a smart assistant, while the Echo is a smart speaker. The former is a virtual service, while the latter is a physical product. Alexa™ is  
  Amazon's answer to the smart assistant that responds to vocal commands, answers questions, and completes simple virtual tasks.

• Lumen tolerance up to ± 10% 

What is smart lighting and how does it work? Smart lighting is an advanced 
way to light your home. Americanlite® products with SmartliteTM technology 
contain software that connects to an app, smart home assistant or other 
smart accessory so you can automate your lights or control them remotely, 
eliminating the need for traditional wall switches and replacing any traditional 
lamp or fixtures. Smart lights can actually make your home more secure. 
You can remotely turn lights off and on, no matter how far away you are,

You can easily download TUYATM app or Smart LifeTM app from your 
smart device. TUYATM & Smart LifeTM technologies have the capability to 
communicate with AlexaTM app & Google HomeTM app. 

Whether your hands are full or you don’t want to move from the couch, 
your voice is now your light switch. Command your lights with your voice 
by asking AlexaTM  (EchoTM devices) or Google AssistantTM (“Hey GoogleTM”) 
to turn them on / off, adjust brightness or change color temperature. For a 
better and more complete experience, you may use the apps on your smart 
device.

Bright, cool-white for morning coffee and dim, soft-white for a relaxing 
evening, Americanlite® SmartliteTM  products can do both and so much more. 
With a temperature range from 2700K - 6500K, RGBW and a dimmable 
option, you can have the perfect lighting to set the mood no matter the 
occasion. Control lights individually or together as a group, turn an entire 
room’s lights on/off, adjust brightness and change color temperature with 
the tap of a button or a voice command.

With Americanlite® SmartliteTM products, there are no limits, we made it 
easy for you. 

Works
with 

Works
with 

Hey Google

Smart Life

App controlled

CCT
Selectable

27K-65K

DIM

RGBW 110-265
VOLTS

0.50
PF

20,000
120°

Beam Angle80
CRI*

5 YE
AR

Warranty

–
+

-20°C~40°C

YE
AR–

+
IP65 IK06

• Recommended use: no more than 8hrs/day. 
  To avoid product damage or voided warranty. Indoor use only
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Warranty
Americanlite® is pleased to provide up to a 5 year limited  
warranty covering the LED fixtures on this catalogue. 
Americanlite® warrants that the LED fixtures comply with 
Americanlite®’s published specifications and are free from 
defects in materials and workmanship.

All our equipment is CE, ETL or UL approved and manufactured with approved components. 
Americanlite® reserves the right to change or improve the design or components of any of its prod-
ucts due to parts availability or changes in standards, without assuming any obligation to modify 
any product previously manufactured and without notice. All equipment is tested and inspected 
before shipment. 

This warranty is void if the product is operated outside of its normal operating conditions. The 
foregoing warranty does not apply to failures caused by acts of God or as a result of any abuse, 
misuse, abnormal use, or use in violation of any applicable standard, code or instructions for use 
in installations, including, but not limited to, those contained in the Standards for the International 
Electro technical Commission. Americanlite® reserves and has the right to examine failed fixtures 
to determine the cause of failure, excessive lumen depreciation and patterns of usage. 


